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Hello Peter

 

My name is Jeannette Green and I am at present fighting against a Wind Turbine planning application the

wind turbine which is to be erected near my home is at the height of 25 meters I live near farm land and

beautiful open spaces also we have close to our converted barn an equestrian centre my property is

surrounded  by fields and Bridle ways, Footpaths, and much wild life ,However,  We where successful in

getting the planning permission stopped, but now the applicant is going to appeal against the decision. We

are located in the most beautiful green belt area and if the applicant is successful in getting the decision

overturned I will be opening my lounge curtains only to be confronted by the distant  view of a wind turbine

which the applicant gains and earns money from. These Turn bines are not cost effective they ruin our country

side and any natural beauty. They should be banned let us all get together and protest so we may see our

Grand children inherite peace, solitude and nature not wind turbines

Like to know your thoughts

Kind Regards

Jeannette
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Jeannette, thanks for your support. Please be so kind and write your location, city and state. Thanks
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[Citovaný text je skrytý]
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Hi Peter

I live in village in England post code MK19 7HL 10 mins from Milton Keynes
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